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IBM Knowledge Accelerator Business Scopes
Each of the IBM Knowledge Accelerators include a range of “Business Scopes” that
were intended to provide views across the content relating to specific business or
regulatory topics.
For each industry, a subset of these business scopes have been made available to
be separately importable. This is intended to provide clients with a set of businesstopic oriented “bite sized chunks” of governance artefacts. This means that it is
possible for organizations to build out the business layer for their data governance
and data fabric ecosystem according to the relevant different business areas they
are addressing.

Above is a summary of all 28 of the current business scopes, grouped by industry.
For more information on these business scopes

Typical Contents of the Business Scopes
Typically a separately importable business scope will have the same
characteristics.
Category Structure
For the four Industries, the category structure adopted for the business scopes
follows the same pattern.
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The diagram below shows this typical category structure. All of the business terms
in each business scope have as their primary category either the “Business Core
Vocabulary” or one of its subcategories. The overall list of subcategories
implemented will determining by which vocabularies are needed by the various
scopes.
In addition to the Business Core Vocabulary there is a “Business Scopes” category
which will have a subcategory for each business scope that has been imported.
Each business term in a particular scope will have as a secondary category the
relevant business scopes sub category.
So in the example below , the “Banking Customers” and “Loans and Mortgages”
business scopes of the Knowledge Accelerator for Financial Services have been
imported. Any of the terms in the “Banking Customers” business scope will have
the subcategory of the same name as a secondary category.

Concept Business Terms
The “Concept” business terms represent the main objects in each business scope
that are of interest to the organization. Examples of “Concept” terms are; Customer,
Product, Location.
The diagrams describing each business scope in this document, will mainly consist
of the various concept terms to outline the typical coverage areas for each business
scope.
Each concept term is indicated by the tag “concept”.
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Property Concept Terms
Most of the “Concept” business terms have “HAS PART OF” relationships with
“Property Terms” which represent the attributes or characteristics of that concept.
Examples of “Property” terms are; Birth Name, Birth Address
Each property term is indicated by the tag “property”
Relationship Terms
Where there is a need to show an explicit relationship between two concepts, that
is represented by a “Relationship” business term. Examples of “Relationship” terms
are : Next of Kin, Related Person, Arrangement Base Currency.
Each relationship term is indicated by the tag “relationship”
Reference Data Sets and Values
Most of the business scopes will also consist of a number of reference data sets and
associated values. These reference data artefacts can be used to build data classes
as required to support data discovery and term assignment activities within Watson
Knowledge Catalog. These reference data artefacts will have relationships to the
appropriate business terms in that scope.
Integration with out of the box Classifications
Where required business terms in the business scopes will have relationships to
one or more of the 4 out of the box classifications in Watson Knowledge Catalog.
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Knowledge Accelerator for Cross Industry Business Scopes

The Knowledge Accelerator for Cross Industry business scopes is a set of three
separately importable business scopes covering some typical cross industry
business topics.
These three business scopes are connected via a set of shared concept terms

The following sections provide details on each of these three business scopes. The
diagrams in these sections will show
• the main concepts terms in each business scope and the categories that
reference them
• examples of the property terms for one concept term
• the main reference data sets associated with the concept

Contact Center

This business scope is a grouping of terms that describe the characteristics of
contact center communications, people and systems involved, contact preferences
and documentation.
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Personal Data

This business scope is a grouping of personal information terms including
classifications of Personal Information (PI), Sensitive Personal Information (SPI)
and Personally Identifiable Information (PII). This set of terms are not intended to
be a definitive standard for data privacy and protection requirements, as the
classifications of PI, SPI and PII may vary in different legal jurisdictions. The
scope is designed to be a template to accelerate governance of data privacy
information and the activities related to processing such information.
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Weather Insights

This Business scope is a grouping of terms for weather-related terms information.
The terms include specific weather terms but also terms covering operational
insight into the impact of weather on industrial, manufacturing and service activity.
The scope covers weather observations and forecasts terms and data that may be
provided as part of weather data products by specialized weather information
service providers. This includes everyday weather patterns and severe weather
occurrences.
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Knowledge Accelerator for Energy and Utilities Business
Scopes

The Knowledge Accelerator for Energy and Utilities business scopes is a set of five
separately importable business scopes covering some typical E&U business topics.
The five business scopes in the Energy and Utilities area are connected via a set of
shared concept terms.

The following sections provide details on each of these five business scopes. The
diagrams in these sections will show :
• the main concepts terms in each business scope and their primary
categories.
• examples of the property terms for one concept term
• the main reference data sets associated with the concept – Note, the
reference data is sourced directly from the E&U CIM standard, hence the
naming standard used for the reference data sets in the following diagrams
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Power Network Assets

A business scope that groups core asset terms, as well as the asset types/models
that would be found on a T&D network

Gas Network Assets

A business scope that groups the core asset terms, as well as the asset
types/models that would be found on a gas distribution network
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Network Asset Measurements

A business scope that groups measurements of assets on the network.

Utility Customer

A business scope that groups core customer terms including customer account,
transaction & agreement. Also includes tariff and billing and the central concept of
customer and related demographic data.
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Metering and Usage Point

A business scope that groups metering including power and gas meter
specialisations. Relationship of the meter to the usage point and location address
at the customer's premise. Also meter readings and interval data.
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Knowledge Accelerator for Financial Services Business Scopes
The Knowledge Accelerator for Financial Services business scopes is a set of six
separately importable business scopes covering some typical banking and financial
services business topics.
The six business scopes in the financial services area are connected via a set of
shared concept terms

The following sections provide details on each of these six business scopes. The
diagrams in these sections will show
• the main concepts terms in each business scope and their primary
categories.
• examples of the property terms for one concept term
• the main reference data sets associated with the concept
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Banking Customers

A business scope that groups terms describing characteristics of the financial
institution's individual and organization customers, their household and family
relationships, financial status, ratings and contact preferences.

Credit Cards

A business scope that groups terms describing characteristics of the financial
institution's credit card products, including the specific arrangements with
customers and the transactions representing the financial movements on the
arrangements.
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Loans And Mortgages

A business scope that groups terms describing characteristics of loans and
mortgages including the product details, the specific arrangements with
customers, the purchased property, security provided and transactions on the
arrangements.

AML Suspicious Transactions

A business scope that groups terms describing characteristics of transactions and
activities that affect financial balances of retail accounts so pattern abnormalities
and suspicious behavior can be established.
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Credit Risk Mitigation

A business scope that groups terms supporting the assessment of the risk of
credit loss to the financial institution, and the mitigants in place to reduce the risk
of such potential losses.

Payments Data

A business scope that groups terms describing characteristics of inward and
outward payments for the financial institution.
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Knowledge Accelerator for Healthcare Business Scopes

The Knowledge Accelerator for Healthcare business scopes is a set of six separately
importable business scopes covering some typical healthcare business topics.
The six business scopes in the healthcare area are connected via a set of shared
concept terms.

The following sections provide details on each of these six business scopes. The
diagrams in these sections will show :
• the main concepts terms in each business scope and their primary
categories.
• examples of the property terms for one concept term
• the main reference data sets associated with the concept – Note, the
reference data is sourced directly from the Healthcare FHIR standard, hence
the naming standard used for the reference data sets in the following
diagrams
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Clinical Order – Imaging

A business scope that groups terms that are related to the placing of a clinical
order by a healthcare practitioner for a diagnostic image or set of images for a
patient and the clinical findings that result from this order.

Health Plan Product – Features and Benefits

A business scope that groups terms that are related to the components of a health
plan product and its features and benefits as well as the certification of that
product in given locations by a regulatory authority.
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Patient Administration – ADT

A business scope that groups terms that are related to the management of an inpatient scenario where a patient is admitted to a hospital setting for care and
subsequently discharged or transferred.

Patient Practitioner

A business scope that groups terms that are related to information required to
fully describe a patient as a person, a healthcare practitioner and the relationships
between patients and practitioners.
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Personal Health Record - Continuity Of Care

A business scope that groups terms that are related to an individual’s medical
history that would be recorded in various care settings or when enrolling in a
health plan and might be exchanged between authorized providers and payers.

Submitted Healthcare Claim

A business scope that groups terms that are related to a claim as it would be
submitted by a healthcare provider or received by a payer organization.
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Knowledge Accelerator for Insurance Business Scopes

The Knowledge Accelerator for Insurance business scopes is a set of eight
separately importable business scopes covering some typical business topics.
The eight business scopes in the insurance area are connected via a set of shared
concept terms.

The following sections provide details on each of these eight business scopes. The
diagrams in these sections will show :
• the main concepts terms in each business scope and their primary
categories.
• examples of the property terms for one concept term.
• the main reference data sets associated with the concept.
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Claim Management

A business scope that groups terms that are related to claim management and the
administration and processing of claims for insurance. This includes terms related
to the administration and processing of claims. The terms describe the data
collected during the claims process including the notification of the claim, the
details of the accident or loss event, the estimation of losses, the claim settlement
itself and any follow-on activity such as recovery from reinsurance, including
salvage. The scope incorporates key activities carried out during the claim
handling process including evaluation, the engagement of claims settlement
services, to denial or approval for payment and the impact on the reserves.
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Contact Information

A business scope that contains a collection of terms for contact information of
interest to insurance companies. This includes terms relating to addresses and
contact points in the context of any type of communication. The terms describe all
contact points made in communications involved in the selling and operation of
insurance activities with customers, within the organisation, external supplier and
third parties. It includes addresses both electronic and postal and it also contains
information of the communication preference (timing/ communication medium).
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Customer 360

A business scope that groups terms that are customer related for insurance
companies. These terms describe all aspects of insurance customers (existing and
prospects) from determining and identifying who they are, their current customer
activity, profiling them in relation to other customers or as a demographic and
understanding their risk profile. These terms look to understand the interaction
points these customers are having with the company across lines of business and
using the information collected to determine life events and priorities where
further insurance services could be offered. It is about using a holistic view of
customer and their value to provide an omni channel experience to customers
across all channels where the predetermined customer needs are being met and
exceeded.
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Party

A business scope that groups terms that are party related for insurance companies.
It includes parties within insurance or reinsurance policies, employees or actors
within business processes, suppliers and parties involved in claims and legal
actions.

Policy Management

A Business Scope that groups terms that are related to policy management for
insurance companies. The scope includes the basic structure of an insurance
policy and the characteristics needed to underwrite, issue and administer an
insurance quotation and policy. The requesting and processing of changes to
insurance policy terms are also covered.
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Premium Management

A business scope that groups terms that are related to premium management for
insurance companies. This business scope makes it possible to define how much
premium can be payable, by whom and to whom, and how the payments will be
scheduled over time when the premium becomes payable.

Vehicle Accident

A business scope that groups terms that describe characteristics of a vehicle
accident for insurance companies. It includes detail behind vehicle accidents such
as the vehicles involved, circumstances of the accident, the nature of the damage
and other parties involved, the nature of injuries sustained, information on what
assessment or other investigations have taken place and some aspects of the
vehicle information.
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Vehicle Information

A Business Scope that groups terms that describe the characteristics of vehicle.
This includes information relating to cars, ships and other modes of transport and
carriage. It includes both descriptive characteristics of the vehicles which help
determine the level of risk associated with operating vehicles and the data that is
being generated by a driven vehicle that could be used to monitor the state of the
vehicle and driving behavior.
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